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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 1

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have short vowel sounds.

Across

1. stayed asleep; dozed; kept sleeping

3. up to the time for

5. mark like a “V” with one long leg, made to 

show that something is done

6. create; put together; make

8. in place of; as a substitute

10. a little; an amount

12. athletic building; room where we play 

sports

13. prepared; fixed; arranged

14. announced; stated

15. on; on top of

16. feel; put your hand on

17. four weeks; thirty days

Down

2. throw; toss; fling; hurl

4. pal; person one likes and who likes one in 

return; buddy

5. get hold of; grab; seize

6. red liquid; the fluid inside your veins

7. giggle; chuckle

9. acts like; performs

11. traveled to; moved to

13. uneven; bumpy; far from smooth

blood does laugh rough touch

build friend month said until

catch gym pitch slept upon

check instead ready some went
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 2

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long a” vowel sound.

Across

2. heaviness

3. the fourth month of the year; an early spring 

month

6. courageous; fearless

10. huge; very large; enormous; big

11. grumble; say that something annoys one or 

makes one unhappy

13. those people; all of them

16. all right; fine; very well; OK

17. flat-topped piece of furniture

18. geographic division of the country

19. fire; burning part

20. put; set

Down

1. person who lives nearby

4. spot; location

5. time away from school and work, usually 

spent traveling or relaxing

7. 8

8. talk about; give details about; help a person 

understand

9. not willing to work; not active

12. starchy vegetable used to make french fries

14. middle; center

15. bring up; grow

April explain laid place table

brave flame lazy potato they

complain great neighbor raise vacation

eight halfway okay state weight
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 3

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long e” vowel sound.

Across

2. beautiful; good-looking

4. main; most important; leading

6. perhaps; there’s a chance

7. relatives; father, mother, sister, etc.

8. not awake; napping; dozing

10. seats in which people watch sporting 

games; rows of uncovered seats

12. give pleasure to; delight

14. in any event; no matter what

15. quickly; rapidly; swiftly; at once

17. truly; in fact

18. sweet syrup; liquid that bees make

Down

1. accept as true; trust

3. the sex of a girl or woman

5. grassy outdoor area used for sports

9. loud cry, often from fear; high-pitched yell

10. acting; behaving in a way that was

11. gladly; joyfully

13. low land between mountains

15. notices; views; observes

16. imaginary experience that happened during 

sleep; vision while asleep

anyway bleachers female maybe scream

asleep chief field please sees

being dream happily pretty suddenly

believe family honey really valley
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 4

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long i” vowel sound.

Across

2. me; the person speaking

6. power; strength

9. light from the star at the center of our solar 

system

10. large, cat-like animal; jungle beast

11. stand up; get up from a seat

14. plan; thought

16. fib; statement that isn’t true

17. very, very small

18. not tamed; living in the woods

Down

1. go up (usually little by little)

3. without sound; completely quiet

4. bit of time; period of time

5. in back of; in the rear of

7. indoors; in the house

8. cutting tool; sharp-bladed utensil

9. provide; bring

11. correct; not wrong

12. signal; something, such as a wave of the 

hand, with a meaning

13. obey; follow

15. stopped living; passed away

behind inside might rise supply

climb knife mind sign tiny

died lie myself silent while

idea lion right sunshine wild
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 5

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long o” vowel sound.

Across

2. hair smoother; tool with teeth

4. nearly; a little less than

8. turn over again and again; spin

9. did drive

10. without money; penniless

13. stitch with thread; attach

15. in no place; not anywhere; not in any place

17. purpose; particular thing that a person wants 

to achieve

Down

1. too; as well; besides; in addition

2. young horse

3. brave; courageous

5. second; brief bit of time

6. complete; entire

7. moves; proceeds; travels

8. paddle; use oars to move

10. underneath; under

11. sea; large body of salt water

12. but; however; despite the fact that

14. story in rhyme; composition in verse

16. electronic device people listen to

almost broke goal ocean row

also colt goes poem sew

below comb moment radio though

bold drove nowhere roll whole
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 6

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long u” or “oo” vowel 

sound.

Across

1. an orange or apple; some naturally sweet 

foods

7. long pipe like a whistle that makes musical 

sounds

10. area in a school where teacher and students 

meet for lessons

13. regular; normal; routine

16. bunch; crowd; gang

17. a drink; liquid from fruit

18. belonging to or relating to a person or thing

19. fail to win; not succeed at

Down

2. way; road; path

3. this morning and afternoon; at the present 

time

4. ball filled with air; bright-colored rubber 

bag with air inside

5. the first month of the year

6. small wild animal with a “mask” of dark 

fur; night animal

8. very pretty; lovely

9. real; what actually did happen

11. the place where people learn; the building 

where classes are held

12. songs; tunes

14. TV part with a glass screen

15. latest happenings; current events

16. did grow; went up in size

balloon fruit juice raccoon true

beautiful grew lose route tube

classroom group music school usual

flute January news today whose
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 7

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the sounds you hear in the 

words jaw, joy, out, or put.

Across

1. large number of people together; group; 

gathering

2. shove; slide

3. the eighth month of the year; a summer 

month

7. the opening in the face where the teeth, 

jaws, and tongue are found

8. like; take pleasure in

9. where the stores are; in the business center

11. for the reason that; since

13. rule set up by a government for all people to 

obey

14. did think; imagined; believed

15. mistake; error

16. not in the house; not in a building

17. will; is likely to

Down

1. did catch; grabbed; snatched

2. place; spot; location

4. a team game played with a ball that has 

pointed ends

5. did find; discovered

6. spoken sounds; words

9. baby girl; child who is a girl

10. male animal in the cow family; male ox

12. terrible; horrible

August caught enjoy law push

awful crowd fault mouth thought

because daughter football outside voice

bull downtown found point would
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 8

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have short vowel sounds followed 

by an r.

Across

4. human; man, woman, boy, or girl

6. a game where players kick a ball; a kind of 

“football”

7. give back; exchange

11. act quickly; be fast

12. a weekend day; the first day of the weekend

13. listened to; sensed with my ears

14. big bird eaten at Thanksgiving

15. to begin

17. price; cost

19. celebration; social event

Down

1. lessons for after school

2. trip

3. world we live on; planet we share

5. draw a ring around; make a round shape 

around

8. ahead of the others; at the front

9. whole earth; globe

10. machine that takes pictures; machine that 

holds film

11. body’s blood pump; major organ

16. find out; discover

18. cause pain; feel sore

camera first hurry party soccer

charge heard hurt person start

circle heart journey return turkey

earth homework learn Saturday world
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 9

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have long vowel sounds followed 

by an r.

Across

3. avoids risks and danger; cautious

6. shape; form

9. fix; make good again

10. certain; without any doubt

11. blizzard; weather event in which flakes of 

frozen water fall

12. very brave person; person who is admired

14. without money; far from rich; penniless

15. shouted support; yelled in praise

17. cord; thin metal thread

Down

1. get ready; do what’s needed ahead of time

2. earlier than; ahead of the time for

3. stiff paper

4. in this place

5. huge animal, no longer living, that looked 

like a lizard

7. nowadays; at the present time; today

8. 40; the next number after thirty-nine

9. scarce; hard to find; uncommon; unusual

10. set of steps; flight of steps

13. 4

16. listen to; sense with the ears

anymore cheered four poor snowstorm

before dinosaur hear prepare stairway

cardboard figure here rare sure

careful forty hero repair wire
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 10

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the schwa sound. The schwa 

sound is the underlined vowel sound in the words able, away,

dragon, and easily.

Across

1. ship’s leader; person in charge of the ship

4. once more; another time

5. bill worth 100 cents

11. very lowest part; part underneath

12. take trips; go from place to place

14. serious; of great value

16. larger; greater in size

17. person who helps students learn, usually in 

a school

18. near; close to

19. at last; after a long wait

20. human beings; boys and girls

Down

2. opposed to; not in favor of

3. small; tiny

6. medical expert; person who cares for sick 

people

7. at any time

8. difficulty; problem

9. red, blue, or green, etc.

10. not alike; not the same

13. one more

15. sign; notice; something, such as a sound, 

that has a special meaning

again bigger different important teacher

against bottom doctor little travel

another captain dollar people trouble

around color finally signal whenever
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 11

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the consonant pairs ng or nk.

Across

3. powerful; great; mighty

4. enclosed storage place in a car

8. put words to music; used the voice to make 

music

10. annoyed; very upset

12. all things; each thing

14. together; in company

15. not an item; not one bit

16. not telling the truth; fibbing

17. turn to play; time at bat in baseball

18. at the same time of; in the middle of

Down

1. first half of the day; early part of the day; 

before noon

2. not right

5. part of the hand used to touch

6. empty; not marked

7. a specific item

8. scatter in small bits

9. whatever; it doesn’t matter what

11. not old; not grown; in the early years of life

13. needing food; wanting to eat

14. in with; in the middle of

along blank hungry nothing strong

among during inning sang trunk

angry everything lying something wrong

anything finger morning sprinkle young

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10 11

1 2

13 14

1 5 16

17 18
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 12

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have “silent” consonants.

Across

5. cooking room; place where food is prepared

6. familiar; not strange

7. show respect for; show special regard for

9. scared; terrified; alarmed

10. did write; formed the letters in

11. carried; took with

14. the tied part of a thread, rope, or string; a 

tangle of strong or rope

15. try to hear; pay attention

16. the imaginary spirit of a dead person

17. fall; the time of year between summer and 

winter

Down

1. pull out longer; lengthen

2. to respond to; to reply to

3. going up or down; rising up

4. baseball player who gets balls that are 

thrown by the pitcher

5. hit; banged; bumped

8. many times; again and again

10. learn the heaviness of; find the number of 

pounds of

11. shiny; brilliant

12. not loose; close-fitting

13. was able to; managed to

answer catcher ghost knot stretch

autumn climbing honor known tight

bright could kitchen listen weigh

brought frightened knocked often wrote

1 2
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 13

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are compound words.

Across

2. in all places; here and there

4. the second floor; the upper level

9. sweet frozen food; smooth frozen dairy 

product

11. a person

13. a team sport played on a court with a large 

round ball and a basket

15. one person, when it doesn’t matter which 

person

16. many; quite a few

17. a team sport played with bats and balls on a 

diamond-shaped field

18. in whatever place

Down

1. morning meal; first meal of the day

3. not having

5. machine with wings that flies

6. the back of a horse

7. glow from the earth’s satellite

8. all persons; each man, woman, and child

10. ordinary; common; usual

12. open space behind a house, often a grassy 

area

14. time each year that marks another whole 

year since a person was born

a lot backyard breakfast everywhere someone

airplane baseball downstairs horseback sometimes

anyone basketball everyday ice cream upstairs

anywhere birthday everyone moonlight without

1 2 3
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 14

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are compound words.

Across

1. you, especially on your own

5. a person; one person

6. spot in a house made for burning wood

11. Saturday and Sunday

12. on their own; with their own selves only

14. the dawn

16. one person, when it doesn’t matter which 

person

17. chain that goes around the part of the body 

that holds the head up

18. place in a house where people take showers 

and wash up

Down

2. in one place or another; in an unknown 

place; here or there

3. on his own; without anyone else’s help

4. she, especially on her own

7. shaking of the ground

8. edge of the ocean; the coast; the beach

9. all the persons; each man, woman, and child

10. okay; fine

13. am not able to; don’t know how to

15. on + to

all right earthquake herself playground sunrise

anybody everybody himself seashore themselves

bathroom fireplace necklace somebody weekend

cannot handkerchief onto somewhere yourself

1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11

12 13

14

1 5

1 6

17 18
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 15

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are homophones or words that 

people often confuse with other words.

Across

2. plural of “is”

4. was sure; was certain

6. belonging to us

7. did throw; pitched

8. went beyond; moved ahead of

10. finished; done

11. the opposite of “yes”

12. part; bit

Down

1. time of low prices

3. without cheating; according to the rules; 

honestly

4. have experience with; be familiar with

5. cost of a ticket; charge

7. also

8. time that came before now

9. travel by boat

10. in the direction of

11. just started; not old

are fair know peace threw

our fare no piece through

buy knew passed sail to

by new past sale too

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

8 9 10

11

12
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 16

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are homophones or words that 

people often confuse with other words.

Across

1. trash; garbage; rubbish

4. in that place; in that spot

5. entirely; completely

6. had been; used to be

9. baseball player who throws the ball for 

batters to try to hit

12. next; later

14. it is

15. silent; without sound

16. in what place; at what spot

Down

1. have on; dress in

2. compared with

3. you are

4. belonging to more than one person

6. the middle part of the body, above the hips

7. raised part at the back of the sole of a shoe

8. belonging to it

9. drawing; sketch

10. they are

11. get well; become better; mend

13. belonging to the person reading this

heal picture than they’re were

heel pitcher then waist where

it’s quiet their waste you’re

its quite there wear your

1 2

3 4
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7
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9 10 11 12

1 3 1 4
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 17

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are plural forms of nouns.

Across

5. pails; metal containers with handles

6. people who teach sports

8. woven containers; holders made of 

intertwined strips

10. fiery mountains; land formations that spit 

out lava

14. odds; possibilities

16. motors; machines that drive or make 

something work

17. cloth hangings for windows; draperies

18. tools for chopping, like hatchets

19. work tables

20. dusty materials left by a fire; piles of gray 

powder

Down

1. ox-like animals with shaggy heads; bison

2. bits of news sent; notes

3. groups of students who usually meet 

together

4. strong, heavy cattle

7. tall African animals with long necks

9. periods of about four weeks; thirty-day 

chunks of time

11. small sticks used for starting fires; flame 

makers

12. gentle winds; light air currents; puffs of 

wind

13. walls between properties; barriers

15. musical instruments with keys

ashes breezes classes fences months

axes buckets coaches giraffes oxen

baskets buffalo curtains matches pianos

benches chances engines messages volcanoes
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 18

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are formed by adding suffixes

to words that end in y.

Across

2. took from place to place; hauled; brought 

along

4. most bright or glossy; most gleaming

6. tales

7. moved back and forth; swung; tilted from 

one side to another

11. business firms; corporations

13. thought about troubles

14. working at doing better

15. answered; responded; took a turn talking

17. beams of light

18. made another one just like the original; 

made a likeness

19. coins equal to  of a dollar1

100
---------

Down

1. very large towns

3. entrances to rooms; openings

4. more thin

5. person who brings or takes things; person 

who delivers

8. lands; nations

9. very young children; infants

10. makes you most afraid; causing greatest 

worry or alarm

12. did try to learn; did go over

16. took water off of; removed liquid from

babies companies dried scariest studied

carried copied pennies shiniest swayed

carrier countries rays skinnier trying

cities doorways replied stories worried

1

2 3 4

5 6

7 8 9

10

11 12

13 14

15 16 17

18

19
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 19

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are formed by adding suffixes

that begin with vowels.

Across

5. alive; existing; surviving

6. filled with smoke; thick with vapor

8. arriving; moving this way

11. gaining; earning

12. traveling or moving from one place to 

another

14. amazed; startled

15. person who is taking part in a game

17. person who works underwater; person who 

swims underwater

18. owning; possessing

19. made up his mind; chose

Down

1. sitting on while controlling or driving

2. making happen; accomplishing; 

performing; achieving

3. thrilling; stirring

4. thrilled; stirred up

7. aiding; working with; assisting

9. person who makes bread; kind of cook

10. without energy; having no pep

13. covered with frozen water; slippery; frosted

14. person you don’t know; man or woman 

you’ve never met or seen before

16. afterwards; after a certain time

baker doing having living smoky

coming excited helping making stranger

decided exciting icy player surprised

diver going later riding tired

1

2 3 4 5

6

7 8

9 10

11 12 1 3

14

15 16

17

18
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 20

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have suffixes and doubled 

consonants.

Across

1. person who moves in the water; water 

athlete

4. jumped up and down on one foot

6. person who was best; one who succeeded; 

one who triumphed

7. blew up, exploded, or burst with a sudden 

sound

8. turning part; wheel

10. in a seat

14. snatched hold of; seized suddenly; took

16. stumbled; lost balance; fell

18. person who catches animals; type of hunter

19. being best in; getting a prize in

20. slicing; dividing

Down

2. racing; jogging

3. kind of fastener often used for pants; slide 

that opens and closes

5. let fall; released

9. striking; slapping; banging; knocking; 

whacking

11. brought to a standstill; stilled; halted

12. receiving

13. making a sudden sound; making a noise like 

a bursting balloon

15. hitting a baseball with a stick shaped like a 

club

17. player who swings at the ball; one who hits 

balls

batter getting popped sitting tripped

batting grabbed popping stopped winner

cutting hitting roller swimmer winning

dropped hopped running trapper zipper

1 2

3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10

11 1 2 13

14 1 5 1 6

17

1 8 19

2 0
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 21

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are contractions. (Include the 

apostrophe in your answer.)

Across

1. contraction of you would

8. contraction of I would

9. contraction of that is

10. contraction of do not

11. contraction of let us

12. contraction of there is

14. contraction of is not

16. contraction of I have

18. contraction of we will

Down

1. contraction of you have

2. contraction of did not

3. contraction of are not

4. contraction of we are

5. contraction of what is

6. contraction for “of the clock”; according to 

the clock

7. contraction of will not

13. contraction of he is

15. contraction of she is

16. contraction of I will

17. contraction of I am

aren’t I’d I’ve that’s what’s

didn’t I’ll let’s there’s won’t

don’t I’m o’clock we’ll you’d

he’s isn’t she’s we’re you’ve

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

1 0

11

12 13

14 15

1 6

1 7

1 8
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 22

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are the possessive forms of 

singular or plural nouns.

Across

6. belonging to very young women

9. belonging to a living being that is not a 

plant

12. belonging to a person who works in a 

hospital; caring for sick people

13. belonging to the main building for police or 

the military

15. belonging to pals or buddies

16. belonging to a young man

17. belonging to a place that lends books

18. belonging to a juicy fruit that grows on 

trees, especially in Georgia

19. belonging to a father; belonging to a papa

Down

1. belonging to wild animals that are like dogs

2. belonging to a young woman

3. belonging to the largest land animal

4. belonging to a desert plant

5. belonging to a horrible creature; belonging 

to a beast with a strange form

7. of the months of June, July, and August; of 

the warm season

8. belonging to small, furry, ape-like animals 

that swing from trees

10. belonging to a yellow fish, often kept as a 

pet

11. belonging to the person in charge

14. belonging to a female magician or wizard

16. belonging to young men

animal’s cactus’s girl’s library’s peach’s

boss’s daddy’s girls’ monkeys’ summer’s

boy’s elephant’s goldfish’s monster’s witch’s

boys’ friends’ headquarters’ nurse’s wolves’

1

2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

1 0 11

1 2

13

1 4

1 5 16

17 18
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 23

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that most people find 

hard to spell.

Across

5. as much as needed; plenty

7. meal eaten outdoors; party outside

9. the next day; in the morning

10. street number; place to send mail

13. by now; by this time; before that

14. first part; start of

16. 60 seconds; one sixtieth of an hour

17. best-liked

18. the day of the week after Tuesday and 

before Thursday

19. keep in mind; not forget

Down

1. the second month of the year; the month 

after January

2. one sixtieth of a minute

3. decide without knowing; suppose

4. piece of land circled by water

6. took place; occurred

7. do something again and again to get better 

at it

8. gave money for; paid for; purchased

11. thing not expected; thing not known ahead 

of time

12. drugs for the sick

15. at the time; at the moment

address enough happened picnic surprise

already favorite island practice tomorrow

beginning February medicine remember Wednesday

bought guess minute second when

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

8

9 10 11

12 1 3

1 4

15 1 6

17 18

1 9
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Name Date

Spelling Worksheet Lesson 24

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that most people find 

hard to spell.

Across

3. from one side to the other; over; to the 

opposite side of

6. adult human female

8. very small town

13. pictures sent through air; broadcasts of 

sounds and images

14. officers of the law; people who make sure 

everyone obeys the law

16. each; all of one kind of

17. more than a few

18. agreement to trade; deal

19. make a sound by blowing through the lips

20. clear, colorless rock

Down

1. went along behind; came after

2. adult human females

4. device or machine for talking over wires

5. Christ’s birthday; Yuletide

7. coin equal to five pennies

9. problem; riddle

10. one time; on a single occasion

11. with each other; in one group, pair, or 

gathering

12. in the direction of

15. at all times

across crystal once telephone village

always every police television whistle

bargain followed question together woman

Christmas nickel several toward women

1 2

3

4 5 6 7

8 9 1 0

11

12 13

1 4 15 16

17

18 19

20
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